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While researching a work-related question, I found and used the following reference text:

"It's nice to drive, and with a variety of engine choices (including diesel) and two different bodystyles ... Equipped with the six-speed manual transmission of my test car, the Beetle GSR will ...

The engine delivers 707 horsepower and 650 pound-feet of torque to the rear wheels via a gated-manual Graziano transaxle ... A-arm front suspension from Detroit Speed, the makers of Ken Block’s ...

Although the 2.0-litre diesel isn’t raucous, it doesn’t really feel like it boasts 178bhp, no matter how quickly you shift through the long-throw six-speed manual gearbox. And that feeling of ...

The fictional character interpreted by Vin Diesel is driving a very ... based shop mated the Hellcat crate engine to a Graziano transaxle six-speed manual with a gated shifter instead of a good ...

The carbon fiber wizards at SpeedKore have blown us away, again, with their latest creation, a mid-engine 1968 Dodge Charger, named Hellacious.
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The Best of the 2007 Cars

It also reflects Detroit automakers' efforts to stop throwing ... The Best in Class honor goes to the $38,115 Lexus RX 350. The engine is bigger for 2007, and a mix of performance, roominess ...
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The 2000 Jaguar F-Type Concept Revived An Icon For A New Millennium

Part retrofuturistic E-Type, part XK8, the 2000 F-Type Concept stole the 2000 Detroit Auto Show ... before it was canned in favor of diesel engine development. The X600 has never been shown ...

The 2014 Volkswagen Beetle
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The fictional character interpreted by Vin Diesel is driving a very ... based shop mated the Hellcat crate engine to a Graziano transaxle six-speed manual with a gated shifter instead of a good ...

The carbon fiber wizards at SpeedKore have blown us away, again, with their latest creation, a mid-engine 1968 Dodge Charger, named Hellacious.
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